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1. Introduction and summary of the results

In the present work we study the structural properties of linear autonomous
functional differential equations in Banach spaces within the framework of linear
operator theory. We shall explain our motivation of this study.

In a series of papers Bernier and Manitius [4], Manitius [29] and Delfour and
Manitius [15] they have developed an excellent state space theory for linear
retarded functional differential equations (FDE's) in the product space RnX
Lp([—h, 0]; Rn), h>0. The theory is based on certain relations between semi-
groups associated with the FDE's and the socalled structural operators F and
G. The structural operators have enriched the qualitative theory of linear FDE's
and have provided various new and efficient techniques for the study of control
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theory involving retarded FDE's. The power of the theory has been shown nad

increased by a number of contributions (refer to Delfour [12], Delfour, Lee

and Manitius [14], Manitius [30,31], Salamon [39] and Vinter and Kwong

[47]). Recently Salamon has been extended the state space theory to the con-

trolled neutral FDE's and has used the theory to expand a system theory for

neutral systems in his book [40].

We now pose a question. Is it possible to construct an analogous theory for

partial FDE's ? For the question we shall give an affirmative answer for certain

class of partial FDE's. We study partial FDE's in the class consists of abstract

delay evolutional equations in Banach spaces similarly as in Travis and Webb

[44,45], Webb [48], Datko [9, 10] and Kunisch and Schappacher [26, 27]. Par-

tial FDE's in this class are very general and are appropriate for system theoretical

study as shown in Curtain and Pritchard [8] and Fuhrmann [16], so we take

this class. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and consider the evolution equa-

tion with delay

(E) d-ψ = Aχt)+ ( dv(s)x(t+s), t>0
t Jh

on X, where Ao generates a C0-semigroup and η is a bounded Stieltjes measure

on Ik= [—h, 0]. We study the equation (E) on the state space Mp=XxLp(Ih X).

The structural operator F is concerned with the retarded part of (E) and is

defined through the measure η quite similarly as in [4]. In [33, 34] the

author has constructed the fundamental solution of (E) under the natural condi-

tion on η and has shown its prominent role in the optimal control theory in-

volving (2?). The introduction of fundamental solution permits us to define the

structural operator G, and these G and F have made it possible to develop the

state space for (E).

The objective of this paper is to extend and give certain new contributions

to the state space theory for the equation (E) on a reflexive Banach Space. Many

results obtained here, which are useful in applications, are considered to be pos-

sible generalizations of the results in [4, 15, 29] to infinite dimensions. However

it is also the objective of this paper to propose an approach for simplifying the

state space theory. Due to our approach heavily depending on functional analy-

sis method, many of the proofs can be improved. The author believes that the

results presented here will provide a useful tool in studying the control theory

for partial FDE's.

We enumerate the contents of this paper. Section 2 gives some preliminary

results on the equation (E). The notations and terminology to be used for

(E) are given in Subsection 2.1. In Subsection 2.2 various fundamental

concepts relating to (E) are introduced; e.g., the fundamental solution W(t),
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the retarded resolvent R(\; Ao> η) which is a bounded inverse of Δ(λ)=

So
e^dη^), the three kinds of retarded, point spectrum <rP(AOy ή), con-

-h

tinuous spectrum σc(A0> η)> and the residual spectrum σR(AQy η)y the mild solu-
tion; and the basic fact that i?(λ; Ao, η) is given by the Laplace transform of
W(i) for Re λ large is stated. Also, a variation of constants formula for the
mild solution in terms of W(t), which is essential in our treatment, is given. In
the remainder part of this subsection we introduce the transposed equation (Eτ)
on the adjoint space Mf of Mp and give an elementary adjoint theory. In
Section 3 we define semigroups S(t) and Sτ(t) associated with (E) and (Eτ)
respectively, by the translation segments of mild solutions. The basic pro-
perties of the semigroups like infinitesimal generator or compactness for V>h are
investigated as well as those for their adjoint semigroups S*(t) and S%(t). Sec-
tion 4 is devoted to study the properties of structural operators. As in Bernier
and Manitius [4] we define the structural operators F and Gt, t>0, then a key
relation S(t) = GtF, t>h in our theory follows from the variation of constants
formula. The representations of the adjoints F * and Gf are shown to be of
same type as F and Gu so analogous decomposition for Sτ(t) holds. As a con-
sequence of such decompositions we can show that the adjoint semigroup S*(t)
is realized via a modified transposed equation with non-zero forcing term by re-
garding the forcing term as the initial state of the transposed equation. Other
fundamental properties of F and G=Gh shown in [4, 15, 29] are the intertwined
property S(t)G=GS$(t) and FS(t)=S$(t)F. These relations are extended to
our Banach space case and their simple proofs based on the new formula S(i)G=
Gt+h are presented. It is also proved in Section 4 that the null space Ker G of
G is {0} and the image ImG of G is dense in Mp. We know that similar
conditions for F are hopeful in establishing good qualitative properties of (£), but
these are not true in general. Thus, in Section 5 we examine conditions for F
such that KerF={0}, ImF=MP or Cl(ImF) = Mp, where Cl denotes the
closure operation. A number of necessary and/or sufficient conditions for these
criterion expressed by η are established by solving a Volterra integral equation with
delays induced by the operator F. Among those it is shown that for differential

So
dη(s)x(t + s) = Σ Arx(t — hr),

-h r=l

0<h1< -<hh = hy an equivalent condition to KerF={0} is Ker ^ = {0}.
Section 6 is devoted to studying the resolvent operators of infinitesimal generators
which generates the semigroups given above. According to [7, 15, 40] various
spectral operators containing exponential function terms are introduced and the
relations each other and connections between F and/or Δ(λ) are investigated.
Using such relations we show, via the characterizations of generators given
in Section 3, that each resolvent is described as a composition of F (or J7*),
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retarded resolvent and other spectral operators. Such representations for the
resolvents play an important role in the spectral analysis for (E). With the
help of such forms a detailed and somewhat complicated spectral theory than
[15], [18] is developed in Section 7 and Section 8. Section 7 studies the spectral
decomposition theory for (E). In Subsection 7.1 the spectrum of the generator
A of S(t) is determined. The spectrum of A coincides with the retarded
spectrum completely. Strictly speaking, it is shown that σP(A) = σP(A0, η),
σc(A)=σc(A0, η) and σR(A)=σR(A0} η). In Subsection 7.2 a rather sophistcated
spectral decomposition is presented. A characterization of the null space
Ker(λ/—A)\ /=1,2, ••• in terms of Δ(λ) and its derivatives is established for
λ G σ ? ( i ) . If λ is a pole of R(μ AQ, η) of order kλ> then Mp can be decomposed
as the direct sum of the generalized eigenspace JMA=Ker (λi—A)k* and its com-
plementary space J / ^ = I m ( λ / - A ) k ^ . In view of the representation of the
resolvent R(X; A) of A given in Section 6, the cannonical spectral projection P λ

on 3iλ is expressed as a composition of F and other operators containing the
retarded resolvent. Finally in this section we restrict a set Adσ(A) to a subset
of discrete spectrum and establish the group property of S(t) on the decomposed
space JMA= φ JMλ (direct sum) with a clear picture of the asymptotic behaviour

of the mild solution of (E). In Section 8 we develop the adjoint spectral de-
composition theory by emphasizing the role of structural operators F and G.
The main concern in Subsection 8.1 is to clarify the relation between the
spectrums of the adjoint A* of A and the generator Aτ of Sτ(t). Thus it is
shown that three kinds of spectrums of A* and Aτ coincide entirely and the
generalized eigenspace 31* of A*, λGσ?(i4*) is given by <3ίt=F*JMZ, where
<3ίχ denotes the generalized eigenspace of Aτ corresponding to X. We now
denote by σd(A*) the discrete spectrum of A*, i.e., d im3l t<° ° if X G ^ ( i * ) c
σP{A*). Then it is also established that σd(A*)=σd(Aτ) and G*3ίt = 3tl.
This implies, by the property of G*, that άim3ίt=άim3ll. The last result
in Subsection 8.1 gives the M^-adjoint result for A, in which a fact that
dimJ5f/λ=dimc5K* is shown for a pole λ of R(μ] Ao, η). In Subsection 8.2 we
are concerned with the representations of spectral projections. From the results
in Subsection 8.1 we know that άim^Hf = diπic5Hχ<^ for λ G σ ^ ) . Using
this fact the spectral projection P λ for \Gσd(A) is expressed in terms of the bases
of Jί/λ, <3M\ and the operator F. In Section 9 we study the problem of com-
pleteness of generalized eigenfunctions, which means Cl( U c3tλ) = Mp.

λeσpC.4)

First a characterization of the null space Ker Pλ for a pole λ of R(μ AOy η) is
given. Then a number of necessary and sufficient conditions for the com-
pleteness are established by the use of the representation of Ker Pλ. In the final
Section 10 we give some examples of practical partial FDE's which illustrate the
contents of this paper.
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2. Linear functional differential equations in Banach spaces

2.1. Notation

The sets of real and complex numbers are denoted by JB1 and C1, respectively.
R+ denotes the set of non-negative numbers and Rn denotes the w-dimensional
Euclidean space. Let X and Y be complex (separable) Banach spaces with
norms | | and || |lr> respectively. For EaY the closure of E is denoted by
Cl(E). The adjoint spaces of X, Y are denoted by X*, Y* and their norms
are denoted by | |*> IIΊIr*> respectively. For a closed linear operator A on a
dense domain D(A)dX into Y, its adjoint operator is denoted by A*. The
symbols Im A and Ker A will denote the image and the null space of A, respec-
tively. The duality pairing between X and X* is denoted by < , )> and the
pairing between Y and Y* by < , > r. For EcY the orthogonal complement
ly*(= y*. ζy9y*yγ=zQ for aii yζΞE} of E is denoted by £-\ B(Y, X) denotes
the Banach space of bounded linear operators from Y into X When X— Y,
β( Y, X) is denoted by B(X). Every operator norm simply is denoted by || ||.

Given an interval /ci? 1 , LP(I; X) and C(I; X) will denote the usual Banach
space of X-valued measurable functions which are ^-Bochner integrable
(l<p<°°) or essentially bounded (ρ=oo) on / and the Banach space of strongly
continuous functions on /, respectively. The norm of LP(I; X) is denoted by
ll'lh/ W$\I\ X) denotes the Sobolev space of X-valued functions x{s) on /

such that x(s) and its distributional derivative x(s)=-—^l belong to LP(I; X).
ds

For each integer k>lf Ck(I; X) denotes the Banach space of all Λ-times conti-
nuously differentiable functions from / into X. C(R+ X) (resp. L^C(R+ X))
will denote the Frέchet space of functions which belong to C([0, t\\X) (resp.
LjdΌ, t] X)) for any t>0. Let MP(I; X) denote the product space Xx LP(I; X).
Given an element g^Mp(I; X), / G I , g\ )^Lp(I; X) will denote the two coor-
dinates of g> i.e., g=(g°,g1)- MP(I; X) is the Banach space with norm

\\g\\MpU "> X) — 1 i ni , II in r A

The symbol X^ denotes the characteristic function of the set E.

2.2. Fundamental solution, mild solution and retarded resolvent

We shall review some basic results on linear functional differential equa-
tions (FDE's) in Banach spaces. Let h>0 be fixed and / A =[—h y 0]. Consider
the following autonomous retarded FDE (E) on a Banach space X:

(2.1) dψl = Aox(t)+[° dv(s)x(t+s)+u(t) a.e. t>0
at J-h
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(2.2) x(O)=g°, x(s)=g\s) a.e.

=(g»,g')<=Mp=Mp{Ih;X), U(ΞLP

OC(R+; X), pe[l, °°], and Aΰ generates
a C0-semigroup T(t) on X The Stieltjes measure η in (2.1) is given by

(2.3) η{ή = - Σ %(-~.-M(i)Λ- Γ

where 0<hl<-"<hm=h, Ar^B(X) (r=l, —,m) and A^L^I^ B(X)).

Let W(£) be the fundamental solution of (E), which is a unique solution of

- *

O, ί < 0 .

Then W(t) is strongly continuous on R+ and satisfies, for some M,

(2.4) ||W(f)||<Mexp(7o*), ί > 0 .

If the condition

(2.5) A^eLtlh; B(X)), l/p+l/p'= 1

is satisfied, then for each ί e i ? + the operator valued function U,( ) given by

(2.6) Ut(s) = f ] PF(ί-ί-Ar
*" 1 — h

= Γ W(t-s+ξ)dη(ξ), a.e.

belongs to Lp(Ihry B(X)). This follows from the Hausdorff-Young inequality.
Hence the function

f (0/+ (
(2.7) χ(t;g,u)= j • > - *

l a.e.

is well denned and is an element of C(R+; X)f]Lp(Ih; X). From (2.4)-(2.7)
we can derive the following estimate

(2.8) \x(t g, u ) >

where Mo and Mγ are constants depending only on p> η and AQ.

Theorem 2.1. Let (2.5) be satisfied. Then the function x(t)=x(t;gyu) in
(2.7) is the unique solution of the following functional integral equation:

M m / λ J ΊχW+['τ(t-s)\0 dv(ξ)x(s+ξ)ds+\tT(t-s)u(s)ds, t>0
(2.9) x(t) =1 j Jo • J-* Jo

[g\t) a.e. ί e [ - A , 0 ) .
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In the sense of Theorem 2.1 we shall call this x(t) the mild solution of (E).
The formula (2.7) is well known as a variation of constants formula for retarded
FDE's in Rn (cf. Hale [18, Chap. 6]). Since we use the class of mild solutions
(2.7) throughout this paper, the condition (2.5) is always assumed. A sufficient
condition for the existence of differentiable solution of (E) is given by the next
corollary (for the proof see [34]).

Corollary 2.1. Let X be reflexive. Ifg=(g°y g1) and u satisfy

y t]yX) for each t>0 ,

then the function x(t)=x(t\g, u) given in (2.7) is a strong solution of (E), i.e., x(t)
satisfies (i) x<=C(R+; X)Π W$\[0y t]; X) for all ί > 0 ; (it) x(t)(=D(A0) for a.e.
ί>0, x(t) is strongly differentiable and satisfies the equation (2.1); (Hi) x(0)=g°,

For each λGC 1 we define the densely defined closed linear operator Δ(λ) =
A{\;AOiV)by

(2.10) Δ(λ) - XI-Ao- (° eλsdv(s),
J h-h

where / denotes the identity operator on X. The retarded resolvent set p(AOy η)
we understand the set of all values λ in C1 for which the operator Δ(λ) has a
bounded inverse with dense domain in X. In this case Δ(λ)"1 is denoted by
i?(λ AQi η) and is called the retarded resolvent. The complement of p(A0, η) in
the complex plane is called the retarded spectrum and is denoted by σ(AOi η).
The three different types of retarded spectrum can be defined as in the following
manner. The continuous retarded spectrum σc(AΌ, η) is the set of values λ for
which Δ(λ) has an unbounded inverse with dense domain in X. The residual
retarded spectrum <rR(A0,η) is the set of values λ for which Δ(λ) has an inverse
whose domain is not dense in X. The point retarded spectrum σP(A0, η) is the
set of values λ for which no inverse of Δ(λ) exists (cf. Hille and Phillip [31, p. 54],
Tanabe [43, Chap. 8]).

We know that the retarded resolvent set ρ(A0, η) is open in C1 and con-
tains right half plane and the retarded resolvent i?(λ AQ, η) is holomorphic on
ρ(AOy η). In fact, we have the following

Theorem 2.2. Let

(2.11) ωo = inf{a:\\W(t)\\<MeΛt

y t>0 for some M>0} .

IfRe\>ω0, then X^ρ(A0,η) and the retarded resolvent R(\;AΌyη) is given by
the Laplace transform of W(i), i.e.,
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(2.12) R(\; Att, v) = Γ
Jo

Next we give an elementary adjoint theory for (E) under the assumption that
X is reflexive and />Φ °o. Then the adjoint space Mf of Mp is identified with
the product space X*xLp,(Ih; X*)y where l/ρ+l//>/=l. Let f=(f°,f)(=Mt
and {vtΞUβ\R+\X*). The transposed equation (£Γ) on X* is defined by

(2.13) ^ ) = ^*^( ί )+( ° rf1?*(φr(f+J)+t,(ί) a.e. *>0
dt J-*

(2.14) 2(0) =/°, *(*)=/'(*) a.e. * e [ - A , 0 ) .

Since X is reflexive, the adjoint operator Af generates a C0-semigroup T*(t) on
X* which is given by the adjoint of T(t) (see [37]). Hence we can construct
the fundamental solution Wτ(t) of (Eτ) as the unique solution of the equation

Wτ{t) =
T*(t)+ Γ T*(t-s) (° dv*(ξ)Wτ(ξ+s)ds, t>0

JO J -h

o, *<o.

We denote by W*(t) the adjoint of W(t). Then we can show that Wτ(t) =
W*{t\ t^R1. This implies that W*(t) is strongly continuous on Λ+. Throu-
ghout this paper the condition

Af( )<=Lp(Ik;B(X*)), llp+ίjp'=l

is assumed whenever the transposed equation (Eτ) is in consideration. Thus,
the (unique) mild solution z(t) of (Eτ) exists and is represented by

(2.15) z(t) =z(t;f, v) = W*(t)f+ (° Vt(s)f(s)ds+ ΓW*(t-s)υ{s)ds,
J -h JO

where

(2.16) V,(s) = Σ W*(t-s-hr)A*Xί.hrΛis)+ Γ W*(t-s+ξ)Af(ξ)dξ ,
? — 1 J — h

a.e.
For λGC 1 define the operator

ΔΓ(λ) =Δ(λ; Af, v*) = \I-At-[ eλsdv*(s).
J h-h

The retarded resolvent and three kinds of spectrum corresponding to ΔΓ(λ) are
defined similarly as for Δ(λ).

Theorem 2.3. (i) λ ^ρ(AOy η) if and only if ^{complex conjugate) ̂ ρ(Aff η*) and

(2.17) Λ(λ;A,?)* = Λ ( X ; Λ W ) .

(ii) Both retarded resolvent sets p(A0, η) and p(A$, η*) contain the half plane
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1: Reλ>ω 0}, where ω0 is given in (2.11).

(iii) R(\; Af, η*) = Γ e-κtW*{t)dt for Reλ>ω 0.
Jo

Here in Theorem 2.3 (i) we remark that the duality pairing <( , > between
X and X* satisfies

(2.18) <*, α**> = <α*, **> for

Complete proofs of these results in this section can be found in [34, 35].

3. Semigroups associated with functional differential equations

This section is devoted to studying basic properties of semigroups associated
with the equations (E) and (Eτ). In what follows we assume that X is reflexive
and l<p<oo.

Let x(t;g) be the mild solution of (E) with w = 0 and g^Mp. The solution
operator S(t): MP->MP, t>0 is defined by

(3.1) S(t)g = (x(t;g)yxt( ;g)) for g<=Mpt

where xt(s\g)=x{t+s\g) a.e. s^Ih. The operator S(t) is bounded and linear
on Mp by (2.7) and has the following properties (for similar results, see [2,4,5,
6,44,46,48]).

Proposition 3.1. (i) The family of operators {S(t): t>0} is a CQ-semigroup
on Mp.
(ii) // T(i) is compact for all t>0, then S(t) is compact for t>h.
(iii) The infinitesimal generator A of S(t) is given by

(3.2) D(A) ={g = (/, gι)e=Mp: g
ι^Wf\Ih; X), g\0) =

(3.3) Ag = (Aog°+\[hdv(s)gχs),^( )) for g = {g°,

andforgeD(A),

(3.4) dA@l = AS(t)g = S(t)Ag, ί > 0 .
at

Proof, (i) The semigroup property S(t+s)=S(t)S(s), S(0)=7 is obvious
from the definition (3.1). Strong continuity of S(t) on Mp follows from that
x(t;g)->gΌ in X as t-+0+ by (2.9) and that xt( \g)-»gι in Lp(Ik; X) as t->0+
by the absolute continuity of Bochner integrable functions (cf. Ahmed and Teo
[1, p. 16]).
(ii) First we introduce the operator Qt%. Mp->X, t>0 defined by
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(3-5) Q*g = \[ T(t-s)k(s; g)ds, g(=Mp,

where

(3.6) *(*;*) = ( ° dv(ξ)x(s+ξ;g), s>0.
J h-h

Using Holder inequality and the estimate (2.8), we have

(3.7) WK \g)\\p.W<M2{t)\\g\\MP,

where

M2(t) = ( Σ \\Ar\\ + \\M')\\p'.i>'*/p) (1+MoίW exp (yjt)).

In order to prove the compactness of Qι for t>0 under the compactness of T(t)y

t>0, we define the ^-approximation Q\\Mp->X of Q* for εe(0, t] by

(3.8) Q\g = T(S) Γ T(t~e-s)k(s; g)ds ,
Jo

Since T(S) is compact, Q[ is also compact. The compactness of Q* follows
from

(3.9) \(Qi-Q')g\ =

where M3(t)=( sup \\T(s)\\)M2(t).
*epί]

Now let ί>A be fixed and let the operator RΊ Mp-+C([t—h,t];X) be
defined by

= x(s;g), s<=[t-h,t].

Let E be a bounded set in M .̂ Since Γ(^) and Qs are compact for s>0, from
the equation (2.9) it follows that for each s^[ΐ—h, t]y the set {(Rtg)(s)^X:
g^E} is precompact in X. Next we shall prove that {Rtg g&E} is an equi-
continuous family of C([t—h, t];X). Let 0<a<t—h, g^E and t—h<s'<s<t.
Then we obtain from (3.5) and (3.9) that

(3.10)

<\\T(s)-T(sf)\\.\f\+\5\\-T(s-.)\\.\k(τ;g)\dτ

+\S~°\\T(s-τ)-T(s'-τ)\\ \k(τ;g)\dτ
Jo

+ f" ms-τ)-T(s'-τ)\\.\k(τ;g)\dτ
Js'-a
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<\\T(s)-T(s')\\ |£°| +M3(t)\\g\\Mp(s-s'y<P'

+(sup {||Γ(τ)-Γ(τ')l|: T, τ'e[β, ί\, | τ-τ ' | = \s-s'\)}

For each fixed a>0y it is verified via Hille and Phillips [21, p. 304] that T(s) is
uniformly continuous on [a, t] in the operator norm topology of B(X). Taking
a>0 sufficiently small and applying the uniform continuity to (3.10), we have
the desired equi-continuity. Therefore by Royden [38, p. 155], R* is compact.
Now we introduce the immersion I*: C([t — h,t];X)->Mp by /'#(•) =
(x(t)y xt( )) for x^C([t—h, t];X). Clearly / ' is bounded. Since S(t) can be
decomposed as S(i)=ItRt for t>h, S(t) is compact for t>h.
(iii) We denote by A and D{A) the infinitesimal generator of S{t) and its
domain, respectively. Let g^D(A) and

(3.Π) Λg = ( / , / ) .

Since the second coordinate of S(t)g is the ί-shift xit+ g), it follows imme-
diately that

(3.12) x(-\g)=f^Wnik\X) and £*(.;*) = f = y in Lp{Ih;X),

where — denotes the right hand derivative. By redefining on the set of measure
ds

Owe can suppose that x(s;g)=g\s) is absolutely continuous from Ik to X (cf.
Barbu [3, p. 19, Theorem 2.2]). Since #(0;£)=£°, this implies ^(0)=^° and
x( ; ^ ) G C ( [ - A , °O); X). Then the function k(s;g) in (3.6) is continuous in s>0

and satisfies lim k(t g) = I dη(s)g\s). So that

(3.13) Urn i -

Applying (2.9) and (3.13) to the first coordinate of (3.11), we obtain that

(3.14) / = lim _| (x(t; g)-g°)

= lim UT(t)g"+\'T(t-s)k(S;g)ds-g0)

= lim— (T(t)g°-g)+[° dv(s)g\s) exists in X
t+0+ f J-h

Hence lim Γ\T(t)f-g°) exists in X, i.e., g°(ΞD(A0) a n d / = ^ 0 / + ( ° dv(s)g\s).

This shows

D(A)<zD(A) and Ag = Λg for g<ΞD(A).
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Next we show the reverse inclusion. Let g^D(A). According to Corollary 2.1
we have x( ;g)^Wγ\[—h9a];X) for any a>0, from which (3.13) follows.
Combining this with jf^D(A0) we see that

Km l ( * ( ί ; *)-*•) = 4 / + ( ° dv(s)g\s).

Noting

(3.15) λ

)-χ(ξ; g))-*(ξ; *) = -7 (
Jo

for ξ e[—h y 0] we obtain with the aid of Holder inequality that

(3.16) ||1(*,(. g)~gι)-gψt,lh<^ £[f_J*(*+f 5 g)-*(ξi g)\Pdξ]ds .

This implies that lim t~\xt( g)—g1) exists in Lp{Ih\ X) and equals g1. Thus,

we prove D{A)cD(A) and Ag=Άg for g(=D(A), and hence (3.2), (3.3) are
shown. The remaining equality (3.4) is obvious.

Concerning the transposed equation (Eτ) we define the semigroup Sτ(t) on
Mf in an analogous manner. Thus we have:

Proposition 3.2. (i) The family of operators {Sτ(t): t>0} is a C^semi-
group on Mf.
(ii) // T(t) is compact for t>0, then Sτ(t) is compact for t>h.
(iii) The infinitesimal generator Aτ of Sτ(t) is given by

D(AT) = {/= (/ ' ,/ ' )eJl ί? :/ 1 e^(/ i ; X*), f\0) =feD{Aγ)} ,

Aτf={Atf+[° dη*(s)fts), £(•)) for f=(
J-h as

where

Since Mp is reflexive, we know that the adjoint 5*(£) of S(t) generates a
C0-semigroup on Mf. Probably it was Vinter [46] who first characterized the
infinitesimal generator of the semigroup S*(t) in the case X=Rn and p=2.
His article seems hardly to available, however, we shall give a complete proof
of the result in our Banach space case.

Proposition 3.3. The infinitesimal generator A* of S*(t) is given by

(3.17) D(A*) = {/= {f\P)^Mf: vφ^Wψ{Ik\ X*), «</)(-*) = 0,
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(3.18) A*f={Atf+f\Q)>*(f)) f<» f=(f,f)eD{A*),

where

(3.19) w(f){s) = JS_A dv*(s)f-f\s), s<=Ih.

Proof. Note first that the infinitesimal generator of S*(t) is given by the
adjoint A* of A. Let (g°, gι)ς=D(A) and (f°,f)(=Mf. Assume that there
exists a (kΌ, &)&Mf such that for all (gyg

l)

or, equivalently by Proposition 3.1,

(3.20) <4/+(° dv(s)g\s),f>+\° <gι(s)J\φds=<^>ίe>+[0 <g\s), k\s)>ds
J—h J-h J—h

Set Λf(ί)=( k\ξ)dξy s^Ih. M(—h)=0 is evident. It is easy to see that, by

using integration by parts,

(3.21) (° <g\s), k\s)>ds = <g\0), M(0)>- (° Q\s), M{s)>ds.
J-h J-h

Next we set ho=O and

N(s) = Γ dv*(sψ = Σ A*XL_hrtOis)f+ Γ Af(ξ)fdξ .
J-h r=l J-h

Again, using integration by parts on each [—hr> — hr^]y r = l , •••, my it is not

difficult to show that

(3.22)

Then by (3.20)-(3.22), we see for ( ^ ^

(3.23) J° <g\s), f\s)-N{s)+M(s)>ds+<AQf, /°> -

For g°&D(A0) and g\s)=g\ it is obvious that (f)g
1)^D(A) and £=0. Hence

applying such (£°, g1) to (3.23), we have

(3.24) <Aog\ f> = < °̂, Λ°-iV(0)+M(0)> for all

This proves that f(=D(Af) and

(3.25) k° = Atf+ (° dη*(s)f-
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Since {g1: (/ ,/)eί>(^)} is dense in Lp(Ik;X), from (3.23) and (3.24) it follows
that

(3.26) f(s)-N(s)+M(s) = 0 a.e. sζΞlh.

If we put zϋ(f){s)=N(s)-f\s), s(=Ik, then by (3.26) w(f) satisfies

(3.27) w(f)eW$\Ik; X*), ώ(f) = M=k1 in Lp,{Ih; X*)

and

(3.28) w(f)(-h) = 0, w(f)(0) = j V(*)ώ

Therefore, by (3.25), (3.27) and (3.28) we conclude that D(A*) is given by
(3.17) and A*fJ(ΞD(A*) is represented by A^f^k^k^iAff+f^tbif)),
which is (3.18). Conversely it is not difficult ot show that any element of the
right hand side of (3.17) belongs to D(A*). Thus the proof is complete.

4. Structural operators F, G and their adjoint operators

In this section we extend the structural operator F and Gt introduced in
[4] for the case X=Rn to our Banach space case and study their basic properties
including the decomposition formula as well as their adjoint operators.

Define the operator Fx: Lp(Ih; X)->Lp(Ih; X) by

(4.1) [FMs) = \' dη(ξtf(ξ-s)
J —h

= ίlArXί.krfiis)g\-hr-s)+^_hAI(ξ)g\ξ-s)dξ a.e. selk.

By direct calculations using Holder inequality it is verified that Fι is into, linear
and bounded.

First we give an equivalent representation formula of the mild solution
x(t;g) to (2.7) in terms of W(i) and Fly which is given by another complicated
form in [4, p. 902]. The following one is explicit.

Lemma 4.1. The mild solution x(t; g) is represented by

(4.2) x(t; g) = W(t)g°+ j 0 ^ W(t+s) [Flg*](s)ds, t>0.

Proof. In view of (2.7) we are left to prove the equality

(4.3) Γ Ut(s)g\s)ds=\° W(t+')[FM')* •

With the aid of suitable changes of variables and Fubini's theorem we obtain
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ΓΓ Ut(s)g\s)ds = ±\° W(t-s-hr)Arg\s)ds
J -h r=l J-hr

° (Γ W{t-s+ξ)Aj(ξ)dξ)g\s)ds
-h J-h

ί° W(t+s)i\' A
J— h J— h

The first structural operator F: Mt-*MP is defined by F=\ Q p \, i.e.,

(4.4) ψgf = f, [Fgf = Fj for g = (^,g1)eMp.

By (2.7), (4.4) and Lemma 4.1, we have

W(t+s+ξ)[Fg]\ξ)dξ, t+s>0
(4.5) * ( ί + ί ; ί f ) = i-h

1
The equality (4.5) suggests us to introduce the operator G(: MP-*MP, t>0
defined by

(4-6) [Gtg]\s) = W(t+s)g>+ j°A W(t+s+ξ)g\ξ)dξ , s<=Ik,

(4.7) [Gtgf = [G,

Clearly Gt is linear and bounded. Notice that the right hand side of (4.6)
vanishes if t-\-s<0. Especially we define the second structural operator G:
MP->MP by

(4.8) G = Gh.

We remark here that Gtg^C(Ih;X) for t>h andg&Mp.
The following proposition is obvious from (4.5) and the definitions of F,

Gu G and κ(t).

Proposition 4.1. The semigroup S(t) is represented by

(4.9) S(t) = GtF+κ(t), t>0,

where κ(t): MP->MP is given by

(4.10) K^]° = 0, Ht)gm-g\t+s)Xl.ht.i)(s) a.e.

In particular, S(h) is decomposed as
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(4.11) S{h) = GF.

To obtain a similar representation formula for the transposed semigroup
Sτ(t), we have to compute the adjoints of Gt and JF (cf. (2.15), (2.16)).

The following proposition can be established by a direct calculation.

Proposition 4.2. The adjoint F * : Mf->Mf of F is given by

Lθ fl J,
where Ff: Lp,(Ih: X*)-+Lp'(Ih; X*) denotes the adjoint of Fλ and is represented
by

( 4 . 1 2 ) [ \ J

£ \ [ s ) d ξ a.e. sf=It.

The following proposition is also easily proved.

Proposition 4.3. The adjoint Gf: Mf-»Mf of Gty t>0 is represented by

[Gff]\s) = W*(t+s)f+ (° W*(t+s+ξ)f\ξ)dξ , sEzIh,
J-h

[G Ϋfγ = [GfflXO), f = if, f) eM,* .

Consider the transposed equation (Eτ). By (2.15) and Proposition 4.2, we
see that the mild solution z(t;f)=z(t;f, 0) of (Eτ) is written as

*(*;/) = W*(t)f+^W*(t+s)[F*f]\s)ds9 t>0.

Hence by Proposition 4.3, we obtain the following

Proposition 4.4. The semigroup Sτ(t) is represented by

where κ(t): Mf-*Mf is same as given in (4.10). In particular,

(4.13) Sτ(h) = G*F* .

We can verify by standard manupulation involving the pairing < , yMp that
the adjoint #*(£): Mf->Mf of κ(f) in (4.10) is given by

(4.14) [

Since the same operator as in (4.14) can be defined on Mpy we denote this ope-
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rator by the same symbol *;*(£). Then taking adjoints of S(t) and Sτ(t)y we
have the following result.

Corollary 4.1. The adjoint semigroups S*(£) and Sf(t) are represented by

(4.15) S*(t) = F*Gt+κ*(t)9 St(t) = FGt+κ*(t), t>0 ,

respectively. In particular,

(4.16) S*(h) = F*G* , Sf(h) = FG.

It is well known that the adjoint semigroup S*(t) plays an important role
in the study of linear quadratic optimal control problem associated with FDE's
including their numerical computations (cf. [11, 12, 14, 17, 47]). The structure
of S*(t) is not straightforward compared with Sτ(t), since a functional dif-
ferential equation which realizes S*(t) has not been unknown. The advantage
of the use of transposed semigroup Sτ(i) depends on this fact and that *S*(ί)
and Sτ(t) are connected by the operators F* and G* in an appropriate way
(see Theorems 4.1, 4.2 below).

A somewhat simple property of G and G* is the following

Proposition 4.5. (i) Cl(lmG)=Mp, KerG={0};

(ii) Cl(Im G*)=M?, KerG*={0}.

Proof. First we shall show KerG={0}. Assume Gg=0 in Mp. Then
by (4.6) and (4.8), O=[Gg]\-h)=:W(O)go = g°. Using this and changing vari-
ables ξ-* — ξ and h+s-** in (4.6), we have

(4.17) [Gg]\s-h) = Γ W(s-ξ)g\-ξ)dξ = 0 for all *e= [0, h].
Jo

Now we can use a convolution type result on the fundamental solution in Nakagiri
[34, Lemma 5.1] to obtain from (4.17) that g\—ξ)=O a.e. ge[0, A], i.e., ^ = 0 in
Lp{Ik X). Hence ^ = ( / , ^ ) = 0 in Mp, which proves Ker G= {0}. Similarly,
by Proposition 4.3 KerG*={0} holds. Since Mp is reflexive, it follows from
the duality theorem (cf. Kato [25, p. 243], Tanabe [43, Chapter III]) that
KerG = {0} (resp. KerG* = {0}) is equivalent to Cl(ImG*) = M? (resp.
Cl(Im G)=MP). This proves (i) and (ii).

In the special case where Ao is bounded, we have the following sharper
result for G than Proposition 4.5.

Proposition 4.6. Let Ao be bounded. Then

(i) Im G=D(A) and G: MP-*D(A) is bijective;

(ii) G -1: D(A)^MP is given by
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ί [G-1^*) = g\-s-h)-Ag\-s-h)- \°dv(ξ)gXξ-s-h) a.e. ,6/,
{ ' ' \[G-ιgf = g\~h), D(A)

(iii)

(4.19) Im S(t)<zD(A) for t>h.

Proof. Since Ao is bounded, we see from Delfour [13, Theorems 1.1, 1.2]
that the function

(4.20) W(t)k°+ [' W(t-s)k\s)ds , t<Ξ [0, h] ,
Jo

where k°^X, ^ E i ^ O , A]; X), gives a unique strong solution of (E) w
/ = 0 and u=k\ For g=(g°,g})(=Mp the function y(t)=[Gg]\t—h)9 ίe[0, A] is
given by (4.20) with k°=g° and k\s)=g\-s). Then [ G d 1 ( - ) = M ' + A ) e
Wt\Ik\X\ and hence by [C%]1(0)=[Gd0, Gg(ΞD(A) i.e., I m G c D ( ^ ) . To
prove the reverse inclusion let g=(g\0))g

1)^D(A) and define ^=(i | r 0 , ψ1) by the
right hand side of (4.18). It is clear that ψ^Mp. Put y(t)=g\t—h)y *e[0, A]
andj;(0)=/(—h), y(s)=0 a.e. ί e / A . Then from (4.18) it follows immediately
that y(t) is a strong solution of (E) with k°=ψ° and Λ1(ί)=ψ1(—ί). Hence by
uniqueness, y(t)=[Gψ]\t—h) =g\t-A), fe[0,A] and especially ^ - [ G ψ ] 1 ^ )
= [σψ ]°=^1(0). So that GΛjr=g, or ty=G~ιg. This shows (i) and (ii) simul-
taneously. Since S(t)=S(h)S(t-h)=GFS(t-h) by (4.11) and Im G=D(A), we
have (iii). In other words, S(t) is differentiable for t>h.

We note that S*(t) also satisfies I m 5 * ( ί ) c D ( i * ) for t>h. Next we
establish a simple and fundamental relation between S(t) and G, which can
not be found in any literatures studying state space theory for (E).

Proposition 4.7. (i) S(t)G=Gt+ky 5Γ(ί)G*-Gf+ A, ί > 0 ;

(ii) G*S*(ί)=Gf+ A, GSt(t)=GM, *>0.

Proof, (i) With the aid of (2.7), (4.6), (4.8), we have for g=(f,gι)<ΞίMp,

(4.21) [S(t)Gg]\s) = (PF(ί+.)ίF(A)+ (° Ut+s{ξ)W{h+ξ)dξ)g"
J —h

W(t+s)W(h+ξ)g\ξ)dξ
—h

(
v —A J —A

As is easily seen

(4.22) 72+/3 = ί° (W(t+s)W(h+ξ)+ Γ C/<+s

We now recall the following quasi-semigroup property of W(t) given in [35,
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Eq.(4.9)];

(4.23) Wih+h) = W(ti)W(t2)+ j ^ Utl(ξ)W(t2+ξ)dξ , tly t2>0 .

Applying (4.23) to I1 in (4.21) and the integrand in (4.22), we obtain that

(4.24) [S(t)Gg]\s) = W(t+s+h)g°+ \[h W(t+s+h+ξ)g\ξ)dξ = [Gt+hg]\s).

Substituting s=0 in (4.24), we have [S(t)Ggf= [Gt+kg]0. Therefore, S(t)G =
Gt+h is proved. Similarly Sτ(t)G*=Gt+h is true.

(ii) Take adjoints of the equalities in (i).

We are now ready to give the main theorem which is one of the key results
in the state space theory. A similar result for X=Rn is already proved by
Manitius [29, Theorem 3.3], however his proof is much complicated and can
not be carried to our Banach space case (W(t) is not differentiable!). Here we
shall give a very simple proof based on Proposition 4.7.

Theorem 4.1. (i)

(4.25) S(t)G = GSt(t), G*S*(t) = ST(t)G*> *>0;

(ii)

(4.26) GD(A$)cD(A) and AG = GA$ on D(A$);

(4.27) G*D(A*)czD(AT) and G*A* = ATG* on D(A*).

Proof. The part (i) is a direct consequence from Proposition 4.7 and the
part (ii) follows from (i) and the definition of infinitesimal generator.

The next is the second key result related to F, which is first proved by
Bernier and Manitius [4, Theorem 5.4] and later by Delfour and Manitius [15,
Theorem 3.1] for more general measure η. Compare their proofs and our
simple proof.

Theorem 4.2. (i)

(4.28) FS(t) - St(t)F, S*(t)F* = F*Sτ{t), t>0

(4.29) FD(A)cD(A$) and FA = A$F on D(A);

(4.30) F*D(AT)(ZD(A*) and A*F* = F*AT on D(AT).

Proof. Since (ii) follows from (i), we prove only (i). By (4.25) and (4.11),

(4.31) G{S$(t)F) = {GSt(t))F = S(t)GF = S(t)S(h) = S{h)S(t)

= GFS(t) = G(FS(ή),
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Since Ker G= {0}, it follows from (4.31) that Sf(t)F=FS(t), t>0. The second
equality in (i) is proved analogously.

Corollary 4.2. (i)

(4.32) Ker F= ig<=Mp: x(t; g) = 0 for fe[0, h]}

(ϋ)
(4.33) K e r F * = {/eMjh *(*;/) = 0 for fe[0,A]}.

Proof. Since S(t) is a semigroup defined by (3.1) and (E) is autonomous,
we see easily that

(4.34) S(h)g = 0 if and only if S(t+h)g = 0 for all ί > 0 ,

if and only if Λ?(ί;̂ ) = 0 for all * > 0 ,

if and only if x(t g) = 0 for all f e [0, A] .

From (4.11) and Ker G = {0}, we have Ker F=Ker S(h). Hence (4.34) implies
(4.32). Similarly (4.33) is proved by (4.13) and Proposition 4.5 (ii).

Lastly in this section we introduce a bilinear form (( , )) between Mp and
Mf defined by

(4.35) {(g, /» = <Fg,f>Mp = <g, F*f>Mp.

The form ((,)) is considered a time reversing one of the Hale's bilinear form
(see [18, p. 173]) and appears in the representation of basis for generalized
eigenspaces associated with (E) (which will be given in Section 8 below). The
following corollary is obvious from Theorem 4.2 and the definition (4.35).

Corollary 4.3. (i) (AgJ))={g, Aτf))y (gJ)(ΞD(A)xD(Aτ).

(ii) ((S(t)gJ))=((g,Sτ(t)f)), t>0, (gJ)eΞMpxMf.

5. Characterizations of KerF and ImF

In this section we shall give a number of necessary and/or sufficient con-
ditions for KerF= {0}, Im F=MP and Cί(lm F)=MP in terms of the coefficient
operators appearing in the measure η.

By definition it is clear that

(5.1) K e r F = {OlxKeri^, lmF=XxlmFι.

Further, we know by the duality theorem that

{imF^ = (ClίlmFO)-1- = Ker Ff .

Since Ff is an operator of the same type as F1 (Proposition 4.2), we mainly
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investigate the structure of KerFx. From the definition (4.1) of Fly we see
that the condition ^ ^ K e r F j is equivalent to that g1 satisfies

(5.2) Σ ArXL_hrtQis)g\-hr-s)+\[hAτ(ξ)g\ξ-s)dξ = 0 a.e.

The equation (5.2) can be written by the following homogeneous Volterra in-
tegral equation with delays:

(5.3) Amψ(t)+ °ΣA,Xlτr.hit)ψ(t-τr)+ { AI{ζ-h)ψ{t-ξ)dξ = 0

a.e. t(Ξ[09h]

where ψ(t)=g\—t)y t^[O,h] and τr=h—hr>0,r=ly» ,m—l.

Hence by the first equality in (5.1), Ker F= {0} is equivalent to that the equation
(5.3) admits a unique trivial solution ψ(t)—0 a.e. t e [0, h]. In order to give con-
ditions for KerF={0} we introduce the following null space N(Aj;a), a^Ih

associated with the kernel AT(ξ):

N(Ar; a) = {x(ΞX: Aj(ξ)x = 0 for a.e. £ e [ - A , a]} .

Proposition 5.1. A necessary condition for KerF—{0} is

(5.4) Ker Amf]N(Ai; a) = {0} for each a<Ξ(-h, - A β . J .

Proof. Suppose (5.4) does not hold. Then there exist αoe(—A, — hm_^\
and #0Φ0 such that x0eKer^4wΠAΓ(^l/; α0), i.e.,

(5.5) Amx0 = 0 and ^ 7 ( ? K = 0 a.e. f e[—A, α0] .

Define

( 0, ίe[0, -ao]
(5.6) ψ ( ί ) = i 7 1

where i|r( )Φθ in ^([0, A];X). Making use of (5.5) we can verify straight-
forwardly that ψ(t) in (5.6) satisfies (5.3). Hence ψ(— •) e Kerί\, so that
Ker F Φ {0}. This proves the proposition.

Theorem 5.1. Assume that AI(s)=0 in a neighbourhood of —h. A neces-
sary and sufficient condition for KerF={0}, or equivajntly Cl(ImF*)=M^, is

(5.7) K e r Λ , = {0} .

Proof. Since the condition (5.7) is necessary by Proposition 5.1 and as-
sumption, it sufficies to prove that Kzr Am = {0} implies KerF 1 = {0}. Let
^eKerJF; and ψ be given in (5.3). Suppose Λ(*)=0 a.e. s^[—h} — h+τ] for
some τG(0, h—AW_J by assumption. Then by (5.3),
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(5.8) Amψ(t)+ 23 ArXίTr thl(t)ψ(t-τr) = 0

for a.e. *e[0, T]; in particular Amψ(t) = 0 a.e. *e[0, min(τ, T ^ ) ] . SO that
ψ(ί)=0 a.e. *e[0, min(τ, ^-j)] by (5.7). Using this, via step by step argu-
ment, we obtain from (5.8) that ψ(t)=0 a.e. ίe[0, τ] Let£>l and suppose
ψ(t)=0 a.e. t^[03 AT]. Then for *e[£τ, (Λ+l)τ], we have

Thus, ψ(t) satisfies (5.8) for a.e. f e[0, (&+l)τ]. Consequently we have ^(f)=0
a.e. ίe[0, (A+l)τ] similarly as above. Then by mathematical induction ψ=0,
or ^ = 0 in Lp(Ih X) follows. This shows Ker F= {0}.

Proposition 5.2. If Q^p(Am), then

(5.9) ϊmF=Mpy ImF* = Mf.

Proof. Since 0 G ρ(Am), the inverse ^4^x exists and is bounded. Let
φeL^IΌ, h]; X) be given. Consider the following inhomogeneous Volterra
integral equation with delays

(5.10) ψ(t)+ Σ C rχ [ τ r i i P(ί)ψ(ί-τ r)+ Γ C7(f-
r = l JO

where Cr=A^A,<=B(X), r = l , - , « - l and C/( ) = ^ ί 1 ^ /
For ίe[0, τm_J the equation (5.10) becomes a Volterra integral equation

(5.11) y]r(t)+\'cι(t-h-ξ)ψ(ξ)dξ = A^φ(t) a.e. ίe[0, τ..J .
Jo

Since the term Amlφ{t) belongs to Lp([0, τm_J; X), the equation (5.11) admits a
unique solution ψ G i ^ O , T ^ - J ; -Y). This can be proved in the usual manner
using the contraction mapping principle in L^-space (see e.g. Miller [32] or Hϋnig
[22]). Then (5.10) is solvable on [0, T W _J. Suppose that ψ solves (5.1) a.e. in
[0, ΛT^-J, k> 1. Then for a.e. t e [AT,-!, (A+ 1)T W -J, the equation (5.10) is
written by the equivalent form as

(5.12) ψ(t)+\'

Because t—τr<t—T^-^AT,,,^!, r = l , •••, w— 1, the last term in the righth and
side of (5.12) is a known function, and hence the right hand side denotes a known
function in Lp([kτm-ly (k+l)τm^]; X). We then have that the equation (5.12)
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is a Volterra integral equation which can be solved in the space
Lρ{U*τm-ι, (Λ + l)τ»-J;-X'). This concludes that (5.10) is solvable on
[0, (&+l)τw-1]. Hence by induction, (5.10) is solvable on whole [0, A], By a
change of variables t-+—s and an application of Am to (5.10), we derive
IraF1=Lp(Ih; X)y and this implies ImF=Mp. It is well known (cf. Kato
[25, p. 184]) that 0^p(Am) is equivalent to 0<=p(A%). Thus we have the
second equality in (5.9) similarly as above.

The following corollaries are obvious from Theorem 5.1 and Proposition
5.2.

Corollary 5.1. For the differential difference equation

dt

a necessary and sufficient condition for Ker,F={0} (resp. Ker i r * = {0}) is
Ker Am= {0} (resp. Ker A*= {0}).

Corollary 5.2. Assume that AI(s) = 0 in a neighbourhood of —h. If
0^ρ(Am)y then 0&p(F) and 0^ρ(F*), in other words, F and ί1* are boundedly
invertible.

The above results are infinite dimensional analogue of those given in Delfour
and Manitius [15, Section 2.1], in which the proofs are more complicated than
those given here, because they have intended to include a very general Stieltjes
measure η on Rn of bounded variation. Our proofs are simple and easy be-
cause of the restricted form of η given in (2.3).

6. Representations of resolvent operators

This section is devoted to give convenient forms of the resolvents of Ay ATy

A* and A$. In order to give such forms we require some definitions. Ac-
cording to Delfour and Manitius [15], Burns and Herdman [7] and Salamon
[40] we introduce the following linear operators Eλy Tλy Kλ and Hλ. Let λ e C 1

and an ordered pair of spaces (Yy Zp) be the pair (Xy Mp) or (X*y Mf). Define
EA: Y-+Zpy Tλ: Zp->Zpy Kλ: ZP->ZP and Hλ: ZP->Y by

(6.1) \ for # e Y ,
v L λ J V / — ^ >

, . .... = o ,
(6.2) r 0 for y = (y°,
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ί [ λ y f ,
(6.3) f . for y = (y°,yι)<=Zp,

(6.4) Hκy=y° + \° e^y\s)ds for y = (f, f)(=Zp,
J h-h

respectively. The operator Eλ is often called the exponential map. All above
are operator valued entire functions in λ. In what follows we denote the Λ-th

derivative — / ( λ ) of /(λ) by /(*}(λ), or simply /<» for k=0, 1, 2, ....

Proposition 6.1. For each λ ^ C 1 and integer k>0,

(i)

(6.5) l ί n ί

(6.6) τk

λEλ=ί^Eίh);

(iu)

(6.7) (FE^ = FE{k\ (F*Eky» = F*EP;

(iv)

(6.8) ί ^ t^ϊ

Proof, (i). First we shall show FTΪ=K{F for k=l. Let g={^,
Since [i;Tλ£]0==[#λl

!]?]0=0, in order to prove FTλ=KκF we have to prove, by
(6.2) and (6.3), that

(6.9) Γ «*«->(* rfv(τ)^(τ-f>/f = Γ
J-h J-k J-

Since the relation can be shown with the aid of the Fubini theorem, the detailed
proof is omitted. The equality FTt=KtF for k>2 follows easily by induc-
tion. Since F * has the same form as F (Proposition 4.2), we can verify F*T\=
KχF* similarly as above.
(ii), (iii). These parts are proved easily by straightforward calculations using
the definitions (4.1), (6.1), (6.2) of F, Eλy Tλ.
(iv). We prove only the first equality in (6.8). By virtue of (6.4) and (6.6),
the element HλFTlEλxy Λ E Z I S written by

(6.10) HλFTk

λEλx =

+(-l)*Γ eλ*f dη(s)
-h k\
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Thus, the equations (6.10) and (6.9) with g\s)=—skeXsx imply that

λx = δ»>0*+(-l)» Γ dv(ή (°e^ ξ-x

(k+ί)\

This completes the proof.

Now we can give explicit representations of the resolvents of A and Aτ

in terms of the retarded resolvent, structural operator F and other operators
introduced in this section.

Theorem 6.1. (i) p(A) = p(AQyη) and the resolvent R(\\ A) of A is
given by

(6.11) R(\; A) = EλR(\; AOy y)HλF+Tλ , \<Ξp(A).

(ii) ρ(Aτ)=ρ(A$, η*) and the resolvent R(\; Aτ) of Aτ is given by

(6.12) R(\; Aτ) = EλR(\; At, v*)HλF*+Tλ , \<Ξp{Aτ).

Proof. For a given φ=(φ°, φ])^Mpy we construct a ^ = (
such that (\I—A)g=φ. This is equivalent, in view of Proposition 3.1 (iii),
to that

(6.13) Xg(0)-A0g(0)- f[hdv(s)g(s) = φ°, g(0)tΞD(A0)

g(s)(6.14) \gi*)

We solve the differential equation (6.14) to obtain

(6.15) g(s) =

i.e.,

(6.16)

Substituting (6.15) in (6.13) and using (6.9), we have

(6.17)
-h

\S ^ HκFφ .
-h J-h
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Assume that \&ρ(AΌ> rj). Then by definition, Δ(λ) has a bounded inverse

Δ" 1 (λ)=ϋ(λ; Λ , v)- s ° t h a t by (6.16) and (6.17), we derive

(6.18) (£(0), g) = EλR(\; Ao, v)HλFφ+Tλφ .

Since all operators appearing in (6.18) are bounded, \&ρ(A) and the resolvent
R(X; A) is given by (6.11). Next we show the inclusion p(A)dρ(A0, η). Let
\&p(A). Then for any φ=(φ°, φι)^Mp there exists a unique g={g{%g)^
D(A) such that (Λl—A)g=φ, or equivalently, (6.16) and (6.17) hold. We note
that Δ(λ) is one to one. Because if not, there exists a g°^D(A0), £°φθ such
that Δ(λ)£°=0. The element g=Eλg

Q<=D(A) satisfies (\I-A)g=0, £ φ θ , which
contradicts to \^p(A). For special φ=(φ°, 0), φ°^X, the equality (6.17)
means that there exists a g = (g(0), g)^D(A) such that Δ(λ)£(0) = φ°. This
concludes that the densely defined closed linear operator Δ(λ): D(A0)czX->X is
onto and one to one. Hence by open mapping theorem, Δ(λ)"1 exists and is
bounded, i.e., \^p(A0, rj). Therefore (i) is proved. The part (ii) is proved in
quite analogous manner as in (i).

Next we characterize the resolvents of the adjoint operators -4* and A$.

Lemma 6.1. The relation

(6.19) (\I-A*)f= ψ, ft=D(A*),

is equivalent to

(6.20) Aτ(X)Γ = Hxψ, f(ΞD(Af) and f=

Proof. In view of Proposition 3.3, (6.19) is written by the following equi-
valent condition

(6.21)

(6.22) j
as

where w(f) is given in (3.19). Put f°=(fJ°)t=Mf i.e., [/0]°=/°>
and w=—w(f). Since f^lF^pf+tΰ by (3.19), we can solve the differential
equation (6.22) with the initial condition w(—h)=0 to obtain

w(s) = e - ^

Γ [S f dv*(β)fdξ,
h-h

By (6.3) and applying the Fubini theorem to the last term of the above equality,
we obtain without difficulty that
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(6.23) 0(,) = [Kλψ]\s)-[F*fγ(s)+[F*EJf(s), s<=Ik.

Thus,

f = [F*PY+O> = [KX

which shows the second equality in (6.20). Substituting s=0 in (3.19) and
(6.23), we have

/1(0)=(° dv*(s)f+t0(0)=\° e*ψ(s)ds+[°
J-h J-h J-h

Hence the equality (6.21) is rewritten as

v())f ψ°+\° eλsψ\s)dsy
-h J-h

which is the first equality in (6.20).

Theorem 6.2. (i) p(A*)=p(Af, η*) and the resolvent R(\; A*) of A* is
given by

(6.24) R(\ A*) = F*EλB{\ At, v*)H*+Kκ,

(ii) ρ(Aψ)=p(AQy η) and the resolvent i?(λ; Aψ) of A% is given by

(6.25) R(\; At) = FEλR(\; A0} η)Hλ+Kλ ,

Proof. Using Lemma 6.1 we can prove (i) by analogous argument as in
the proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof of the remaining part (ii) is similar.

Here we give important relations between the operators £ λ, i/λ, Tλ and Kλ.
Taking into account of the relation (2.18), we can verify by direct computa-
tions involving the pairing < , yMp that for each

(6.26) Ef = H-x, H$ = EX,

Consequently, by using the equality (2.17) and (6.26) Theorem 6.2 can be
derived as the adjoint version of Theorem 6.1. This may be a simple proof
of Theorem 6.2.

Corollary 6.1. (i)

(6.27) FB{\; A) = R(\; AflF, R(X; A)G = GR(X; Af)

for

(6.28) R{\; A*)F*=F*R(\; Aτ), G*R(\; A*) = R(X; AT)G*

for
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Proof, (i) follows from Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 6.1 and 6.2. (ii) follows
from Proposition 6.1 (i), Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.

7. Spectral decomposition

In this and following sections we study the spectral decomposition theory
for the FDE's in Banach spaces. The spectral theory for various types of
FDE's in Rn is further developed by many authors (see [6,15,18,19,20,24,36,40]
for examples). An attempt to extend the spectral theory to retarded FDE's in
infinite dimensional spaces was first made by Travis and Webb [44] whose main
concern is the stability of mild solutions. Their analysis and investigations have
been carried in the space C(Ik; X), but seems incomplete compared with those for
X=Rn. The purpose here is to construct a rather complete spectral decompo-
sition theory for the equation (E) on the space Mpy which extends the work of
[15,29] to general Banach space case. Our analysis, however, is more delicate
than those in [15, 29] because of permitting X being infinite dimensional.

7.1. Classification of spectrum

The retarded spectrum introduced in Section 2 is efficiently used to deter-
mine the spectrum of the infinitesimal generators associated with (E) and (Eτ).

Proposition 7.1. Three kinds of spectrum of A and Aτ are given by

(7.1) σP(A) = σP{AOy η) , σc{A) = σc(AOy η) , σR(A) = σR(AOy η),

(7.2) σP{Aτ) = σP(Afy v*) , σc(Aτ) = σc(A$y v*) , σR(Aτ) = σR(A*y v*) ,

respectively.

Proof. First we recall the following fact which is already shown in the
proof of Theorem 6.1. That is, the relation (Λl—A)g=φ, g^D(A), φ^Mp is
equivalent to that A(X)g°=HλFφy g°(=D(A0)y g=Eλg°+Tλφ. If we substitute
φ = 0 in the above equivalence, then we have that Ker (\I—A)= {0} is equivalent
to that KerΔ(λ)={0}, and hence Ker(λ/-^4)Φ {0} if and only if KerΔ(λ)
Φ {0}. This concludes, by definition, σP(A)=σP(AOy η). By the same reason,
from Lemma 6.1 it follows that Ker (λ/— ̂ 4*)={0} if and only if KerΔΓ(λ)
= {0}. Then by putting λ = λ and using the duality theorem, we have that
Cl(Im(%I-A*)*) = Cl(Im(\I-A)) = Mp if and only if Cl(ImΔΓ(X)*) =
Cl(Im Δ(λ))=X This implies, by contradiction, that ImΔ(λ) is not dense in
X if and only if Im (Xl—A) is not dense in Mp. Now we are ready to prove
0"*(A)> V)=(ΓR(A) From the definition of residual spectrum, λ E σ P ( i 0 , η) if
and only if

(7.3) Δ(λ)"1 exists (i.e., Ker Δ(λ) = {0}) but Im Δ(λ) is not dense in X.

It then follows that (7.3) is equivalent to
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(λi—A)'1 exists but Im (λi—A) is not dense in Mp .
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The statement (7.4) is exactly the definition of \^σR(A). Hence σR(A0, η)=
σR(A) is proved. The rest equality σc(AOy η)=σc(A) is now evident. The part
for Aτ is proved in a same manner as above.

REMARK 7.1. In the case where X=Rn, it is well known that σ(A)=σP(A)
= {λ: detΔ(λ)=0} is countable and isolated. However there exists an operator
A defined by (3.2) and (3.3) such that σc(A) + φ or σs(A)Φφ in our infinite
dimensional case.

7.2. Generalized eigenspaces and spectral decomposition

Let X&σP(A). The generalized eigenspace <3ίλ of A corresponding to λ
is defined by

(7.5) = U KerQJ-A)'.

To characterize the structure of Ker (\I—A)', 1=1, 2, •••, we introduce operator
valued matrices <J[,=o>?;(λ) defined by

(7.6)

where

(7.7)

ίA A
o A

- A
• A-.

o o A 1=1,2,

A+1 = = -τΔ«>(λ) , = 0, 1, 2,

The following result extends the results of [15, Proposition 4.3] and [18, Lemma
3.3, p. 177] to reflexive Banach space case.

Proposition 7.2. Let λ G σ P ( i ) . Then Ktτ(Xl—A)1 coincides with the
space of functions φ^Mp of the form

(7.8)

where ^ - •,yt\ yj+1^D(AQ), j=0, 1, .. , / - l satisfies ̂ ,^=0 inX1.

Proof. Let φeKer(λ/—A) 1 . Set φQ=φ and φj=(\I—A)φj_1, j=l, •••, /;
then φ is characterized by φι=0. The relation φj=(\I—A)φj_1 is written as

(7.9) and Δ(λ)φ?_! =

i = i , ,/.
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Since φ/=0, we have

ί Φ/-i = Eφι-i > Φ1-2 = E\Φ°ι-2+Tλφι-i = Eλφ°ι-2+TλEλφ
0ι-i, ••• ,

(7 .10) ,_x .
( φj = Σ Tr

λ^Eλφ°r, .-, φ = φo = ΣTίEλφ°r,
r=j r=0

so that by (6.6) and a change r->y,

Φ-ίa-V^xίi

If we put # + ! = (—l)>φ$eZ>(4,), j = 0, 1, — , / — 1 , we obtain (7.8). From
the second equality in (7.9) it follows by (7.10) that

(7.11) Δ(λ)j, = (-ly-^Fφ, = (-I)'"1!
/-I

(Σ.
/-I

= (

By virtue of (6.8), the equation (7.11) is written as

= (-l)Σ-

and hence (by changing r - » r + l ) ,

S Δ(r"Λ

The system of equations (7.12) is rewritten simply by Jlfl}=-§ in X\ where
3/=col(yv •••,yt). This completes the proof.

In order to go into a further spectral decomposition theory we have to
restrict λ to the isolated spectrum. We now require the following definitions:

o> v) = {λ^C 1 : λ is an isolated singular point of R(μ; Ao,

σo(AQ, η) = {\^C1:X is a pole of R(μ; AOy η)} .

Similarly we define the spectral sets σ^A) and σo(A). It is obvious that
σo(Ao, 97)Cσ7(ylo, η)> σQ(A)ciστ(A). Since all Eλ, Hλ and Tλ are entire functions,
Theorem 6.1 (i) implies that λ is a pole of R(μ; A) of order kλ if and only if λ
is a pole of R(μ; Ao, η) of same order kΛ. Then, σ-o(A)=σo(AOi η).

Let λ e σ /(iί) and let Pλ be the projection operator

(7.13) P *

where Γλ is a closed rectifiable curve containing λ inside and all other singular
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points of R(μ; A) outside. By Yosida [49, p. 228-231] (see also Taylor and
Lay [41], Tanabe [43] and Kato [25]), we obtain the following decomposition of
the space Mp.

Theorem 7.1. Let X be a pole of R(μ; AOi η) of order kλ. Then

and the direct sum decomposition

(7.14) Mp == Ker ( X / - ^ 0 l m (Xl-A)k* , JHλ = PλMp = Ker (Xl

holds. Both JMλ and lm(\I—A)k*=Ker Pλ are closed and invariant under S(t).

Moreover the resolvent R(μ; A) has the Laurent series expansion

(7.15) R(μ;A)= Σ (μ-^TQn

in a neighbourhood of λ, where Qn is given by

(7.16) Qn

Clearly Pλ=Q_v Put Qλ=Q_2y then from the expression (7.16) (cf. Kato
[25, p. 180] it follows that

(7.17) Q- = QiΓ\ n = 2, ..,kλ, Qfr=O (nilpotent),

(7.18) p λ ρ λ ^ ρ λ p λ = ρ λ , APλ = \Pλ+Qλ.

The decomposition of Mp in Theorem 7.1 is slightly generalized as

(7.19) M# ( θ 4 ) θ λ , λ

where ΛCσo(^4) is a finite set (see e.g., Kato [25, p. 181]).

REMARK 7.2. Proposition 7.2 tells us dim Ker (λ/—A) ι = dim Ker Jlh

but the dimension may be infinity even if λ is a pole of R(μ\ A).

From (7.13), (7.16), (7.18) and (6.11) the following corollary follows at
once. Notice that Γλ is entire.

Corollary 7.1. ί

(i)

(7.20)

(7.21)

(ϋ)
(7.22)

'orλeσ oίΛ, 17),

?λF> ( ? λ = 2 i L λ ^ μ j R ( A i ; ^
? , 3-λ = ^ τ ( (μ-\)E,Ji(μ

Δ7Ct JΓλ

KerFcKerPλcKerOλ.
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Next we consider the case for the transposed operator Aτ. Let <3f/Γ denote
the generalized eigenspace of Aτ corresponding to X^σP(Aτ); let the matrices
<JIJ=<JIJ(X), l~ίy 2, ••• be defined by (7.6) in which Dj+1 is replaced by

— Δ(

r

;)(λ), 7=0, 1, 2, ••• and let Pi denote the spectral projection corresponding

toλGσ r(A τ) . Then we have:

Theorem 7.2. (i) If X is a pole of R(μ; Af, η*) of order mλ, then λ ^
σP{Aτ) and the decomposition

M* = Ker (\I-Aτ)
uλ®Im(Xl-Aτ)

m* , 3ίl = Pτ

λMf = Ker (Xl-Aτ)
m*

holds. Moreover the resolvent R(μ Aτ) has the Laurent series expansion

R(μ;Aτ)= Σ {μ—X)nQl

in a neighbourhood of X, where Ql is given by (7.16) in which R(μ\ A) is replaced

byR(μ;Aτ).
(ii) For X^σP(Aτ), the space Ker(λi—A τ)

1 coincides with the set of functions
ψ ^ Mf of the form

j = 0 1 I

where ψ = col{yί, -,yϊ), yJ+1eD(Af), j = 0, 1, - , / - l satisfies Jl]Q)T = 0
in X*'.
(iii) For \(=<ro(Af, η*),

EμR(μ;At,v*)Hμdμ,Pl eiF έ?r

2πi

Ql=SlF*; 3l=-K\ (μ-\)EμR(μ; A$, v*)Hμdμ ,

where Ql=Ql2 and

We shall describe a group property of S(t). For this the following discrete
spectrum σd(A) of A is needed to be defined by

<rd(A) = {χ^σj(A): dim(ImPλ)< + °°}

It is well known (Kato [25, p. 181]) that σd{A)dσ0{A)<Z.σP{A) and lmPλ=Jkk=
Ker(λ/— A)k* for X^σo(A). Let X^σd(A) and let dλ=dimJHλ. We shall
write by Φ λ = {φλ,i, •••, Φχ,d\} a basis of <3ίλ of the form (7.8). Since AJMλCZJMλ,
there exists a dκxdλ matrix Bλ such that

(7.23) ,4φλ = φ λ β λ and S(t)Φλ=Φλe
B^ for
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Hence the only eigenvalue of Bλ is λ and S(t) can be extended to a holomorphic
group on JMλ Now we can prove the following result in a similar fashion as in
Hale [18, Chapter 7, Theorem 2.2] with suitable modifications to the space Mp.

Proposition 7.3. Assume that Adσd(A) is a finite set {\ly •• ,λ w } . Let

φ A = { φ λ i > . . . , φ j and jBΛ=diag(2?λl, •• ,JBλJ. Then for any column vector a
of the same dimension as φ Λ (=rf λ l + +dλΛ)> we have
(i) S(t)ΦAa can be defined on (— oo, oo) by the relation

where

(iii) Λ:(ί)=[5(ί)ΦΛa]° w a mild solution {in fact, a strong solution) of (E) on
(—oo( oo) with the initial condition £ = Φ Λ S and κ = 0 ;
(iv) Mp is decomposed into the direct sum

Mp = 3

as in (7.19), where <3ίA is given by

JMA = {φ^Mp: φ = ΦAa for some ίGC d i m φ Λ} .

Moreover, j S(t)JHA C JAA for all t e (— oo, oo)

( S(t)3iA(z3lA for all ί > 0 .

The above proposition gives a precise information on the asymptotic beha-
viour of the mild solution of (E) on generalized eigenspaces for discrete spectrum.
Analogous result to Proposition 7.3 for Aτ holds true.

REMARK 7.3. If Ao has compact resolvent, then the retarded resolvent
jR(λ A09 η) is compact. From this and the representation (7.20) the compactness
of Pλ follows, so that σI{A)=σd{A) is true in this case.

Proposition 7.4. (i) For λGσ 0 ( i ) , F is one to one on JMλ.

(ϋ) For λGσ o ( i Γ ) , F * is one to one on 311.

Proof. We prove only (i). Assume first that φeKer(λi—A) and Fφ=0.
Then by (4.11), 0=GFφ=S(h)φ=eλhφ and hence φ = 0 . This shows F is one
to one on Ker (Xl—A). Next assume φe<_5fίλ=Ker (χl— A)k* and Fφ=0. If
we set φ^Xl—Af^φ, then φ x eKer (Xl—A) and
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S(h)φx = (7d-A)kι-ιS(h)φ = {\I~A)k^ιGFφ = 0 .

So that φ1=0. Continuing this procedure kλ times we have φ=0, i.e., i*1 is
one to one on J\ίλ.

8. Adjoint spectral decomposition

In this section we study the spectral decomposition theory for the adjoint
operator A* of A in the space Mf9 with an emphasis of the relations between
A* and the transposed operator Aτ. The structural operators F * and G* will
appear to key connections between the generalized eigenspaces of A* and Aτ.

8.1. Generalized eigenspaces and structural operators

Let <_5K* (not the adjoint space of JMλ\) denote the generalized eigenspace of
A* corresponding to λ 6 σ P ( i * ) . Similarly we denote by JMl* the generalized
eigenspace of A% corresponding to

Theorem 8.1. (i) Three kinds of spectrum of A* and Aτ are identical and
are given by

(8.1) <rP(A*) = σP{Aτ) = σP{Af, η*), σR(A*) = σR(Aτ) = σR{Af, η*),

σc(A*) = σc(Aτ) = σc(Af, 07*),

respectively.
(ϋ) For each \GσP(A*)=σP(Aτ),

(8.2) Ker(\I-A*Y = F* K.tτ(\I-Aτ)\ I = 1, 2, ... .

In particular

(8.3) 3ίt = F*3tl.

Proof, (i). Using Lemma 6.1 we can prove this part by similar argu-
ments as in the proof of Proposition 7.1.
(ii). By (4.30), {Xl-A*)F*=F*{\I-Aτ) on D(AT). Hence, by induction,
we have

(7J-A*YF* = F*(\I-Aτy on D(Aι

τ).

Thus

(8.4) F* Ker(\I -Aτyc:Ker(\I--A*y , / = 1, 2, .- .

The reverse inclusions in (8.4) were proved by Delfour and Manitius [15] by
using mathematical induction. Here we give a direct proof based on Lemma
6.1. Let ψ e Ker (\I—A*)1 and put

(8.5) ^0 = ^ and ψj = (kl-
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Then ψeKer(λi—A*)' is equivalent to ψ ,=0. In view of Lemma 6.1 we see
that ψ 7 = ( λ / — ^ 4 * ) ^ . ! is equivalent to

(8.6) ΔΓ(λ)ψ ?_i = Hλψj, ψU^D(Af) and ψ ^

Since ψi=0, it follows from the last equality in (8.6) that

ψ,., = F*Eλψ°ι_1

= F*Exψol_2+F*T,Eλψ
o

l_1 = F*(EκψU+TsEλψU), (by (6.5))

i 7-1 «£ / ^—^ rp j

If we set yj+ι=(—iyψ% j=0, 1, •••,/— 1, then by (6.6) ψ can be written as

ψ = F * f Σ — (£ λ jyj+i)ω\ where ^ ^ c o l ^ f , . . - , ^ ) satisfies JfiQf=O in X*7.

Hence by Theorem 7.2 (ii), ψ G F * Ker(λ/—Aτ)\ i.e., the reverse inclusions of
(8.4) are proved. Therefore (8.2) is shown. The rest equality (8.3) is clear from
(8.2) and the definition of generalized eigenspaces.

The statement (ii) of Proposition 8.1 has concluded that the null space
Ker (λ/—A*)1 is obtained by the application of i*1* to Ker (λ/—Aτ)\ whose
elements are straightforwardly computed as given in Theorem 7.2 (ii).

If we notice (Aτ)τ=Ay we have the following result.

Corollary 8.1. (i) σP(4ί)=σP(i4)=cτP(iί0> v),

_ ( Δ'!¥\ _. ( Δ\ —. ( Δ «Λ\ —. ( Δ^¥\ —- ( Δ\ *τ ( Δ ~Λ

(ii) For each λ e σP(A$)=σP(A),

Ker(λ/-iίί)' = FKer(XI-A)1, " / = 1, 2, ... .

In particular

Analogous inclusions to (8.4) involving the operator G are:

Lemma 8.1. For each \GσP(A*)=σp(Aτ)'(resp. X^

G* Ker(λ/-^*)/cKer(λ/-,4Γ)/, / = 1, 2,

. G Ker(λ/-,4ί)/c:Ker(λ/-,4)/, / = 1, 2,

Proof. This lemma can be proved similarly as in the proof of (8.4) by using
(4.26) and (4.27) instead of (4.30).
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Theorem 8.2. (i)

(8.7) <rd(A*) = σd{Aτ).

(ϋ)

(8.8) G* Ktr(Xl-A*)1 = Ktτ(Xl-Aτ)
1,

(8.9) dim Ker (\I-A*)1 = dim Ker (Xl~Aτ)
1 = dim Ker Jίf (λ)<

7=1,2,

/n particular

(8.10)

Proof, (i). Let λ 6 σ ^ * ) . Then λGσ o ( i*) and from Kato [25, p. 184]
and Theorem 7.1, we have

is a pole of R(μ; A) of order kx at μ =

(8.11) JWx = Kcr(XI-A)k* , dim JUf =

(8.12) sup dim Ker(X/—^4V = dim

Since G is one to one and

(8.13) G KεrQJ-At)' c KerίX/-^)7, / = 1, 2,

for %^σd(A)(ZσP(A)=σP(Af) (by Lemma 8.1), it follows from (8.11)-(8.13) that
sup dim Ker(X/— Aty<oo. This implies dim <_5Kχ*<oo, and hence

Again by using Kato [25, p. 184] we have λ = λ G σ r f ( i τ ) , which proves
σrf(^4Γ). The reverse inclusion ^ ( i 4 T ) c ^ ( 4 * ) is obtained similarly as above.
Thus, (8.7) is shown.
(ii). For λGσ r f ( i Γ ) , the space Kei (λ/—Aτ)

! is finite dimensional and is invari-
ant under the semigroup Sτ(t). Then the operator Sτ(h)=G*F* in (4.13) is
bijective on Ker(λ/— Aτ)

1 (cf. Proposition 7.4). Consequently by (8.2),

Ker(\I-Aτy = G*F* Ker(7d-Aτy = G* Ker(λ/-i4*) f.

Since G* is one to one and dim Ker(λ/— ̂ Γ ) 7 <oo, we have (8.9) by (8.8) and
Theorem 7.2 (ii).

Corollary 8.2. (i) σd(A$)=σd(A).

(ii) G Ker(λ/-,4?)7 = K e r ( λ / - ^ ) 7 ,

dim Ker(XI-A^y = dim Ker(λ/-^) 7 = dim Ker Jί/(λ)<oo ,

/ = 1,2,..., λ€Ξcτ,(i4).

Lastly in this subsection we give an M^-adjoint result for A which is an
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immediate consequence from Kato [25, p. 184].

Theorem 8.3. Let X be a pole of R(μ\ Ao, η) of order kλ at μ=X. Then X
is a pole of R(μ\ Afy η*) of same order kx at μ=X. Furthermore

= Ker (X/-i4*)*χ = (Px)*Mf , dim JKλ = dim JKJ (may be infinity),

where the adjoint (Pλ)* of Pλ in (7.13) is given explicitly by

2πi

with Γλ the miller image of Γλ.

The same result for Aτ holds, but we omit to give such a representation.

8.2. Representations of spectral projections

It was shown in the proof of Theorem 8.2 that if X^σd(A)y then X ε
σd(A*)=σd(Aτ) and

(8.14) dim 3ix = dim JH* = dim 3i\ =dx< oo .

Let Φ = {φly •••, φdχ} and ψ = {ψu ~,ψdχ} be the bases of JKλ and JMl respec-
tively. Let M be a dxxdx matrix of element mi}=(φiy F*ψjyMp. Then by
(8.14) and (8.3), M is nonsingular. Hence we can suppose

(8.15) <φ ; , F*ψj>Mp = «φ, , ψ, » = δ l 7 , i, j = 1, .-, J λ ,

where (( , )) denotes the hereditary pairing in (4.35). Now we introduce the
continuous projection operator

It is easily verified that Im PX=JMX and Ker Px=ίm(Xl— A)k*y so that PX=PX.
Thus, we obtain the following desired result.

Theorem 8.4. Let λ E σ ^ i ) . Then the spectral projection Pλ in (7.13)
has the following equivalent representation

(8.16) Pxg = Σ ίg> Ψi))Φi >

iφi, ~ > Φdλ} « a basis of\5kx and {fa , , -i|rrfλ} w ^ tow of 3i\ satisfying
(8.15).

Corollary 8.4. Lei \^σd(Aτ). Then the spectral projection Pi associ-
ated with Aτ has the following equivalent representation
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where d'λ=dim JHl = d i m <3ίχ, {ψv •••, φd'λ} is a basis of JMl and \φu —, φ/λ}

is a basis of <3ίχ satisfying the same condition in (8.15).

9. Completeness of generalized eigenfunctions

The problem of completeness of generalized eigenfunctions of retarded
FDE's has been studied by Delfour and Manitius [15] and Manitius [29] for
w-dimensional equations. The purpose of this section is to extend some of
their results to infinite dimensional case.

First we give characterizations of the kernels of spectral projections P λ and
others in terms of F, Hλ and the retarded resolvent. Let λ e σ o ( i ) and P λ be
the projection in (7.13). Then by (7.15), (7.16) and (7.18), we have that

£GΞKerPλ if and only if Qlg = ((Xl-A)Pλ)
ng = 0, n = l , - , A ,

if and only if R(μ; A)g is holomorphic (h.l.) at μ = λ .

Since EλJ Hλ and Tλ are operator valued entire functions, the equality

(9.1) ig£ΞMp: R(μ; A)g is h.l. at μ = λ}

= ig£ΞMp: R(μ; AOy η)HμFg is h.l. at μ = \}

follows from the representation (6.11) of R(μ; A). Hence KerP λ is given by
the right hand side of (9.1). Let Pf and P^* denote the spectral projections
associated with A* and A$, respectively. Then the next proposition follows
from the representations of R{μ\ A*) and other resolvents given in Theorems
6.1 and 6.2 as above. Note that [R(μ; A*)ff=R(μ; Af, η*)Hμf.

Proposition 9.1.

(i) KerP λ ={gξΞMp: R(μ; AOy y)HμFg is h.l. at μ=X},

(ii) KerPΓ ={f^Mf: R(μ; Af, v^H^FJ is h.l. at μ=

(iii) KerP^ ={f^Mf: R(μ; Af,η*)Hμf is h.l. at μ=X}y λEσ o ( i* ) .

(iv) Ker PΓ={g€ΞMp: R(μ; Ao, v)Hμg is h.l. at μ=X}, λGσ o ( i f ) .

For notational brevity we set

3i= U 3Hλ, 3ίτ = U 3il, JH*= U 3lfy 3lτ* = U
λ U λ λ λ

DEFINITION 9.1. The systems of generalized eignefunctions of A, A*y Aτ

and A% are said to be complete if

respectively.
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For a set EaC1, E denotes the miller image of E. Following the con-
sideration in preceding sections, we know that

(9.2) σ^A) = σo(A*) = σQ{Aτ) = <ro(Af, V*),

<ro(Aτ) = σ,{A%) = σo(A) = σo{Aa, rj).

Proposition 9.2. (i) If σP(A)=σϋ(Aΰ, -η), then

(9.3) J T = {/eM,*: R{\; At, v*)HJ is h.l. on P(Af, v*){Jσ0(At, ,*)>,

(9.4) (JHTT = {f<ΞMf: R(\; At, v*)HxF*f is h.l. on

(ii) IfσP{Aτ)=σ,{At, v*), then

(9.5) (3?)"- = ige=Mp: R(\; Ao, v)Hxg is h.l. on p{A0, η) Uσo{Ao, v)},

(9.6) {3ί*r = {g<BMp: R{\; Λ , v)HλFg is h.l. on p(AQ, v)\J<r0(A0, v)},

Proof. We shall prove only (9.3). Other equalities are proved quite ana-
logously. Using the duality theorem and assumption, we have by the first
relation in (9.2) that

(9.7) J ϊ r = Π JHt= Γl ( I m P λ ) " = n Ker(Pλ)*

- Π K e r P f = Π K e r P * = Π KerP*.
λe<r0Ci) λe vtfA) λe<rQU*)

Hence the equality (9.3) follows immediately from Proposition 9.1 (iii). See
Theorem 8.3 for completeness in deriving (9.7). Hence the equality (9.3)
follows immediately from Proposition 9.1 (iii).

Since C1(<3M)=MP if and only if <3kΛ-= {0}, from Proposition 9.2 we have
the following criteria for the completeness of generalized eigenfunctions.

Theorem 9.1. (i) Assume that σ(A) = σo(AOy η). Then the system of
generalized eίgenfunctions of A (resp. A*) is complete if and only if

(9.8) { / G l | : R(\; Af, v*)HJ is entire} = {0}
(9.9) (resp. {/eMjh R(X; Af, v*)HλF*f is entire} = {0}).

(ii) Assume that σ(Aτ)=σ0(Af, 97*). Then the system of generalized eigenfun-
ctions of Aτ (resp. A*) is complete if and only if

(9.10) {g ZΞMP: Λ(λ; Λ, v)Hλg is entire} = {0}

(9.11) (resp. ige=Mp: R[\; Ao, v)HλFg is entire} = {0}).

We now recall the definition of Hλ appearing in the conditions (9.8) and
(9.10):
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(9.12) Hkφ = φ'+? e"φ\s)ds=c+q(X),
J —h

for φ^Mf in (9.8) or for φ^Mp in (9.10), where c=φ°. The last term q(\)
in (9.12) is a finite Laplace transform of φ1^Lp(Ih; X*) in the case (9.8) or of
φ1&Lp(Ih; X) in the case (9.10). We denote these sets of all such functions by
FLTf and by FLTP, respectively.

An additional property of Hλ is given by

Lemma 9.1. Π Ker Hλ = {0} .

Proof. We shall show the case i/λ: MP->X. Let φ e Π Ker Hλ. Then
by (9.12), λ e c l

(9.13) φ° + (° eλsφ\s)ds = 0 for all

Tending Reλ-^oo in (9.13) we have φ°=0. Then φ ^ O follows from (9.13)
and the bijectivity of Laplace transform.

Corollary 9.1. Assume that σ{A) = σo(Ao, η) (resp. σ(Aτ) = <r0(Ati η*)).
The system of generalized eigenfunctions of A {resp. Aτ) is complete if and only if

for c G Z * and q(\)<ΞFLTf,

R(\; At, η*){c+q{\)) is entire =#> c+q(\) = 0

(resp. for c^X and q(\)^FLTp,

R(\; Ao, η)(c+q(X)) is entire =# c+q(\)==0).

Proof. Obvious from Theorem 9.1 and Lemma 9.1.

Corollary 9.1 is interpreted as that the completeness for A is equivalent
to the nonexistence of nontrivial entire function in the class £+?(λ), c G l * ,
q(X)^FLTf, which completely cancellate all poles of R(\; Af, η*) in the
form R(X; Af> ^*)(^+?(λ)), provided that i?(λ; Af, 97*) has poles only.

10. Illustrative examples

We shall give some applications of the abstract results of preceding sec-
tions to practical partial FDE's in the following examples.

EXAMPLE 10.1. Consider the parabolic partial FDE

(10.1) ? ^ D = ^L(ξ)d-^Ά+b(ξ)X(t, ξ)+± ar{ξ)x{t-hr, ξ)
ot όξ\ όξ / l
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with boundary and initial conditions

(10.2) x{ty 0) = x(t, 1) = 0 , t>0 ,

(10.3) x(0,ξ)=g°(ξ), x(s,ξ)=gi(s9ξ) a.e. (s, f)e/Ax[0, 1].

For the system (11.1)—(11.3) we assume

(0
(10.4) a(ξ)>0 for £e[0, 1], «( )eC>[0, 1], i(.)eC[0, 1];

(10.5) flf( )eί2[0, 1], r = l , - , « ,

«,( )eL2(/*x[0, 1]);

(iii)

(10.6) * = (/(•),^(.))eL2[0, l]xL2(/Ax[0, 1]).

The product space L2[0, l]xL 2(/Ax[0, 1]) in (10.6) can be identified with
L2[0, l]xLj(ij; L2[0, 1]), so we denote this space simply by M2. Let Ao be the
realization in L2[0, 1] of the Sturm-Liouville operator 9/9£(α(?)8/9£)+&(?) with
Dirichlet boundary condition (10.2). In what follows we shall write L2 instead
of L2[0, 1] for brevity. Since L2 is a Hubert space, we identify L2 and Lf as
usual. Now we define the operator Ar e B(L2), r=l, ,m and At e L2(Ih B{L2))
by

(Arz)(ξ) = ar(ξ)z(ξ) a.e. £e[0, 1], r=ί,-,m

and

= α/(i, ξ)x{ξ) a.e. fe[0, 1] for a.e. »ε/,,

respectively. By the condition (10.5) and the use of Schwartz inequality the
above operators are well defined. Then the system (10.1)—(10.3) can be written
in the same form as of (E) on the space X=L2. The (weak) solution x{t> ξ; g)
of (10.1)~(10.3) is interpreted as the mild solution x(t; g)(ξ) of (E) at the point
£e[0, 1]. So, for each ί>0, x(t, ξ\g) has sense for a.e. ?e[0, 1]. Since Ao

is selfadjoint with compact resolvent in L2 by (10.4), there exists a set of
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions {μni ψn: w=l, 2, •••} of AQ such that
(iv) {Ψn} is a complete orthonormal system in L2;

(v) \/— μn=Cn-\-θl —) as n-^oo, where Cis a constant depending only on
\ n I

the coefficient a(ξ) (cf. Kato [25, p. 277], Ince [23, p. 270-273]).

Consequently, Ao generates an analytic semigroup T(i) given by

7X0* = f ] <?*><*, Ψ » > £ 2 Ψ » ,
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f1

where <#, ψnyL= \ z(ξ)Ψn(ξ)dξ. Using the asymptotics of {μn} in (v), we can
Jo

verify that T(t) is compact for all t>0. Then by Proposition 3.1 (ii), S(t) is

compact for t>h. This implies by spectral mapping theorem (cf. Yosida [49,

p. 277]) that σ(A)=σP(A)=σd(A) is countable, bounded from below and σ(A)Π

{z: a<Rez} is a finite set for each αGΛ 1 . Now following the line of Hale's

proof in [18, Chapter 7, Section 4] with some obvious modifications, we have the

following result on the asymptotic stability.

The zero solution of (10.1)—(10.3) is exponentially asymptotic stable in L2,

i.e., there exist constants K>1 and £ 0>0 such that

(10.7) Γ|*(ί, ξ gWJξίKe-vtflfWdς+iΎ \g\s, ξ)
Jo Jo JoJ-λ

provided that

(1.0.8) sup {Re λ: λ E σ / i ) } < 0 .

For the system (10.1)—(10.3), in view of Proposition 7.1, the condition (10.8) is

replaced by that, for Re λ > 0 ,

(10.9) Λg°-A fa(ξ)^)~b(ξ)^-± e-^r. ar(ξ)g°- j V ^ * , ξ)g°ds = 0 ,

implies g° = 0 in L2.

EXAMPLE 10.2. In this example, we consider the special equation

(10.10) dJ^iJ)^a^Jl+bx(t^)+fiarx(t-hr^), t>0,
at όξ r = 1

of (10.1) with the same mixed conditions (10.2) and (10.3), where <z>0, b, ar

are real constants. For the system (10.10), (10.2), (10.3) we have easily that

μn = —anW+b , Ψn = v T sin nπξ , n = 1, 2, •••,

so that the spectrum σ{A) is given by

σ(A) = { λ G C 1 : X+an2π2-b- Σ a^'^ = 0 for some n=l,2, •••} .

It is evident that σ(A) is countable and each λ G σ ( i ) has finite multiplicity
(maybe Φl). The asymptotic stability condition (10.9) is now reduced to a
verifiable condition that
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all roots of the transcendental equations

(10.11) \ λ = -an2π2+b+± are'™r, n = 1, 2, ...
r = l

have negative real parts .
m

A simple sufficient condition for (10.11) is Σl^r l <aπ2—by which is shown by

direct calculations using contradiction. Recently Lenhart and Travis [28, Corol-

lary 1.2] have proved that (10.11) holds for all hr^0 if and only if Σ I * r I <aπ2-b
r = l

and f]ar<aπ2—b. Set An(X)=X+an2π2—b—Σ are~λhr- Let {λny}Γ»i be the
r = l r = l

set of roots of ΔM(λ)=0 and let knj be the multiplicity of Xnj . Then the retarded

resolvent i?(λ Ao, η) is given by
2

i?(λ; Ao> η)z = Σ A , v <*> s i n ^?>i:2 sin nπξ , λ G C 1 - {λny: w, j= 1, 2, •-}
«=iΔ(λ)

the basis of the generalized eigenspace JMλ . corresponding to λΛJ Gσ(i4) is given

by

{eλ"js sin nπξ, •••, sknΓιe*»js sin wτr|}.

If βmΦθ, this system of generalized eigenfunctions is complete in M2. But if
am=09 the completeness does not hold in general (cf. [29, 35]).
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